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Abstract
In this paper, we aim to predict patellar height parameters from lateral x-ray images using convolutional neural
networks. Our dataset consists of 304 pre-treatment lateral
x-rays. We explore various data augmentation techniques
to increase the size of our training dataset. We explore various state of the art models for image recognition tasks, experiment with many combinations of hyperparameters, and
provide a comparison of their performances. We obtain an
average key point distance of 2 pixels on our test dataset
and a CDI error of 0.19 after training with a VGG16 network, pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. We also design
a baseline model that is small enough so that it can train
quickly and compare its performance to other state of the
art networks on our dataset. Our work provides a solid base
for predicting patellar instability using convolutional neural networks.

and imaging can be performed. When conducting imaging,
there are several radiological parameters that can be used
to determine patellar height and consequently patellar instability. The Caton-Deschamps Index (CDI), the metric of
interest in this study, is measured from lateral x-ray imaging
and can be used to determine the severity of the knee injury
and inform treatment decisions, such as whether to conduct
surgery and the type of surgery [1].
The CDI is defined as the ratio between (A) the distance
between the anterior angle of the tibial plateau to the most
inferior aspect of the patellar articular surface and (B) the
patellar articular surface length. Normal range for the CDI
is between 0.6 and 1.3. Patella alta, signified by a CDI
greater than 1.3, is an abnormally high patella that can result
in knee pain, patellar instability, and Osgood-Schlatter’s
disease. Patella baja, signified by a CDI less than 0.6, is an
abnormally low patella that can result in knee pain as well
and limited knee flexion [23]. The CDI can be calculated
using three key points to compute the distances (A) and (B)
as shown in Fig. 1.

1. Introduction
Patellar instability, one of the most common knee injuries among adolescents accounting for 3% of all knee injuries, is a disease where the patella bone dislodges partially
(subluxation) or completely (dislocation) from the groove
at the end of the femur, resulting in an unstable kneecap
[7]. Patellar instability can be caused by a shallow groove,
loose ligaments, extremely flexible joints, or more commonly among adolescents a sharp impact to the kneecap
during a fall or sports injury. There are two types of treatment for patellar instability: nonoperative treatment, which
is considered a more conservative treatment that involves
physical therapy, and operative treatment, which involves
surgery. A majority of first time subluxation or dislocations
are treated conservatively. However, up to 44% of conservative treatments result in a recurrence of patellar instability [4]. Moreover, patients with a history of two or more
dislocations have a 50% chance of a recurrence [30].
To evaluate patellar instability, a physical examination

Figure 1. CDI calculation using three key points.

From the perspective of a radiologist, determining patellar height through the CDI from x-ray imaging is laborious,
time consuming, and prone to significant inter-observer and
intra-observer variability [3,27] Therefore, there is substantial motivation to develop computer based tools that can
automatically extract the radiological parameters of interest from imaging, eliminating the effects of variability that
originate from manual measurements by radiologists. One

example of a computer based tool is a deep learning algorithm such as a convolutional neural network (CNN).

2. Problem Statement
The project objective is to generate a CNN model that
takes a lateral x-ray as an input and outputs the three key
points that can be used to compute CDI. The model will be
trained by a set of lateral x-rays with the three key points
which have been hand labeled. Ideally, the model will output three key points that are identical to those identified by
the radiologist. The overall approach taken for the problem
was to
1. develop an infrastructure that can train a CNN and
evaluate the CNN’s performance on a validation set
2. investigate the performance of promising data transformations and CNN architectures
3. evaluate the performance of the best CNN model on
the test set.
A two layer CNN was used as a baseline with its results
described below.

3. Related Work
As described in a review article in Nature published in
2015, deep learning with the help of GPUs with fast growing compute power has enabled breakthroughs in numerous domains such as natural language processing and computer vision in a variety of industries such as pharmaceuticals to genomics [13]. Although deep learning has been
popular for a few years, its use in medical imaging has only
started accelerating in the last 5 years. The number of peerreviewed publications, for instance, has grown from 100 in
2016 to more than 4000 in 2021 [25], many of which leverage state of the art CNN architectures, such as VGGNet or
ResNet [8, 26], that perform extremely well on natural images such as those in ImageNet. Thus, deep learning in
medical imaging is still nascent and prime for opportunity
and exploration, especially in areas such as MRI processing,
segmentation, and disease classification [17].
Although application of deep learning in medical imaging is an emerging field, there has been some notable work
to date. Olczak et al. leveraged 5 popular deep learning networks (CaffeNet, VGG CNN S Network, VGG CNN 16,
VGG CNN 19, and Network in network) to classify wrist,
hand, and ankle radiographs into 4 classes (fracture, laterality, body part, and exam view) and demonstrated that
their best network could perform at a human level [21].
For segmentation, Norman et al. demonstrated precision by
segmenting meniscus from cartilage in the knee MR images with segmentations generated in 5 seconds on average [19]. This work ultimately speeds up the work flow

to study knee degenerative diseases using MR imaging by
leveraging a U-Net architecture, motivated by other successful segmentation applications of the U-Net on medical images for diseases such as pulmonary tuberculosis and
brain tumors [5, 12, 16, 20, 24].
There are two methods to automatically measure radiological parameters related to patellar height and consequently patellar instability. The first involves leveraging deformable statistical models and the second involves leveraging deep learning techniques. Chen et al. automates measurement of the Insall-Salvati Ratio (ISR), another parameter used to gauge patellar instability, by combining a point
distribution model, which captures the patella shape, with a
canny edge detector to automate determination and calculation of the ISR [3]. Although this method successfully automates a task traditionally done manually by radiologists,
it is slow when compared to employing a deep learning algorithm. It is evident when searching through literature that
there has not been much work done in applying deep learning to determine patellar instability. However, there is one
study that served as the primary reference, benchmark, and
motivation for our work. Ye et al. leveraged a deep learning
algorithm to automatically determine patellar height measurements [31] and as their work was published recently in
2020, we consider it state of the art and will compare our
results to theirs throughout the report.

4. Data Processing
The data we will be using in this project comes from the
JUPITER (Justifying Patellar Instability Treatment by Early
Results) group. The data we will rely on is a subset from
the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, which
includes x-ray images of the knees (either right or left) of
patients aged 10-25 who have sustained patellar dislocation
or subluxation. The data includes 304 pre-treatment lateral
x-rays with key points manually labeled as ground truth and
with the corresponding computed CDI. The key points are
three sets of x and y pixel coordinates corresponding to the
superior patella, inferior patella, and the tibial plateau.
First, the dicom medical image files are read and processed in Python using the pydicom library [18]. The data is
pre-processed before being used by the neural network. All
images are of various pixel dimensions varying from around
1500 pixels to 4500 pixels per side of the image. The data
is composed of x-ray images which have one channel, making each image a two dimensional image. In order to standardize the data, each image is first center cropped to be a
square of length equal to the shortest side length of the original image. The resulting cropped image is then rescaled to
size 128x128 in order to standardize the data set to the same
size. The data labels are also correspondingly scaled so key
points remain in the same point on the knees in the x-rays.
Because the dataset is quite small, the model might be

Figure 2. Inversion and horizontal flip augmentation methods on
two sample x-rays.

ized using the mean and standard deviation of features in
the training dataset. Lastly, all label values, which are of
value [0, 128], are rescaled to lie between [-1, 1].
An attempt to use Canny edge detection as a preprocessing method was also considered, which created a
black background with white lines around prominent features as shown in Fig. 12 [2]. However, the model did not
perform well likely because the majority of the pixels were
black background pixels with a value of zero. Additionally,
the labels which were originally made on the original images may not correspond to an edge on the edge image but
rather a background pixel. One could automatically transfer the ground truth labels to the edge image by assigning a
ground truth key point to the closest non-background pixel
on the edge image but we did not explore this route further.

5. Methods

Figure 3. Brightness and rotation augmentation methods on two
sample x-rays.

Given a lateral x-Ray, our goal is to measure patellar height using the CDI. To that effect, we train a CNN
to predict 6 different coordinates (superior patella x, inferior patella x, tibial plateau x, superior patella y, inferior patella y, tibial plateau y) corresponding to three 2D
points on our image. We then evaluate the network using the
average CDI distance, average euclidean distance between
the key points, and the Intra-Class Correlation coefficient
(ICC). In this section, we describe our approach, including
network architectures and metrics.

5.1. Architectures
susceptible to overfitting. As a result, the data was augmented using various techniques. The Albumentation library in Python was used for all augmentations [9]. The
center cropped and scaled data is used to create augmented
data. The images are transformed by random rescaling,
affine transformations, horizontal and vertical flips, rotations, color inversions, contrast adjustments, and brightness
adjustments. These transformations were chosen because
many of the original x-rays seem to vary by similar transformations. For instance, right knee x-rays can be flipped to
create left knee x-rays. X-rays also tend to vary in scale,
brightness, and contrast. Two sample images and corresponding augmentations are visualized in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
Other data pre-processing methods, such as only considering right knees, were experimented as well. While
this would produce models that are not as generalizable, it
serves as a performance comparison.
The data is split randomly into training, validation, and
test sets with a 60/20/20% split respectively, which results
in 182/61/61 images respectively) adhering to the constraint
that all x-rays from each patient are all together in one of
the three sets. Additionally, validation and test sets do not
contain any augmented data.
After the data is segmented, all the images are normal-

We train and evaluate the performance of 5 different
CNN’s, including a baseline model, ResNet [8], VGG16
[26], U-Net [24] and AlexNet [11]. All implementation was
done in Python using Pytorch [22].
5.1.1

Baseline Model

When deciding what network to train, we started by designing a simple baseline model, composed of 2 CONV-ReLUMaxPool2D layers, followed by 2 Linear layers, each with
a ReLu activation unit, and a final Linear layer at the output. The architecture is visualized in Fig. 4. We designed
this network to be small enough so we could train quickly,
easily test our training framework, and obtain preliminary
results. We train our baseline model using the Mean Square
error loss (MSE) which measures the distance between our
predicted key points and the ground truth.
5.1.2

ResNet

ResNet-18 is an 18 layer deep convolutional network that
is considered one of the primary models for medical image
classification [8]. The network utilizes a residual learning
framework to facilitate training as deep neural networks are

5.1.5

Figure 4. Baseline model architecture visualization [14].

difficult to train. ResNet is known for its expressibility due
to its depth, which is important for many visual recognition tasks, and for winning 1st place in the ILSVRC 2015
classification task and 1st place in the ImageNet detection
task. We employ this network by loading it pre-trained on
ImageNet, changing the last linear layer to output the 6 key
points of interest, and training it using MSE loss.

5.1.3

VGG16

VGG16 is a 16 layer deep CNN with about 138 million parameters [26]. Ye et al. [31] used an encoder-decoder network that uses skip connections for aggregating high and
low-dimensional features to enhance the performance of
their model, similar to the U-Net framework. They used
VGG16, pre-trained on ImageNet, as the encoder network.
In contrast to their work, we opted for a simpler setup where
we also used VGG16 pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset
but changed its output layer to a Linear layer that directly
outputs our 6 key points of interest. As the network was pretrained on RGB images, we duplicated our images across
the RGB channels to make our input images compatible
with the network. We then trained this network using the
MSE loss.

5.1.4

U-Net

U-Net is a fully convolutional network widely known for
biomedical image segmentation [24]. It uses an encoderdecoder architecture where the encoder learns an embedding (low dimensional representation of) the input image
and the decoder learns to perform a task such as image segmentation from the embedding. Given that we don’t have
access to segmentation ground truth, we slightly modify this
architecture so that it uses 2 decoders; one that learns to reconstruct the input image while the other learns to predict
the key points from the embedding. We train this network
end-to-end using a reconstruction loss and MSE loss. The
reconstruction loss measures the distance between the input
image and the reconstructed image.

AlexNet

AlexNet is a convolutional network with 60 million parameters and is widely known for winning the Imagenet largescale visual recognition challenge in 2012 [11]. It consists
of 5 convolutional layers, 3 max-pooling layers, 2 normalization layers, 2 fully connected layers, and 1 softmax layer,
with each convolutional layer consisting of convolutional
filters and a ReLU nonlinear activation function. We used
an AlexNet model pre-trained on ImageNet and changed its
output layer to a Linear layer that predicts our 6 key points
of interest. We trained the network using the MSE loss.

5.2. Metrics
Closely following the work of Ye et al. [31], we report
the performance of a trained network using 3 metrics: the
CDI error, average key point distance, and the ICC coefficient.
5.2.1

Caton-Deschamps Index (CDI) Error

The CDI is a measure to determine the patellar height of a
patient, which identifies patella alta or patella baja. The
measurement is the ratio of the patellar articular surface
length and the closest distance from the patella to the tibia
[10]. The mathematical formulation is as follows:
tibial distance =

q

patella articular =

(tpx − ipx )2 + (tpy − ipy )2

q

CDI =

(1)

(spx − ipx )2 + (spy − ipy )2 (2)

tibial distance
patella articular

(3)

where (tpx , tpy ), (ipx , ipy ), (spx , spy ) are the x-y coordinates of the tibial plateau, interior patella, and superior
patella respectively.
The CDI error measures how far the CDI of the input
images are from their respective ground truth CDI. Since the
CDI is a ratio, the CDI error is agnostic to image resolution
or units of measurement.
5.2.2

Average Keypoint Distance

To determine the accuracy of the predicted key points, an
average key point distance metric is calculated using the
following formula:
1X
3 i

q

pred 2
pred 2
(igt
) + (igt
)
x − ix
y − iy

for i ∈ [tp, ip, sp]. (4)

The euclidean pixel distance from each predicted point
to the corresponding ground truth point is calculated. The
mean of these three pixel distance errors is then computed
to produce the final average keypoint distance metric.
Because this metric is in units of pixels, the percent error
can be calculated by dividing the result by the image side
length, which in this case is 128 pixels. This percentage
metric provides an error metric that is invariant to image
resolution or scaling.
5.2.3

Intra-Class Correlation (ICC) Coefficient

The ICC coefficient is a statistical tool that measures the reliability of various agents to produce similar scores across
different subjects. In the context of keypoint detection, the
CDI determined from ground truth labels—which are manually identified by a human—will be compared with the
CDI determined from the predicted labels—which are output by the model. The ICC takes into account variability
across the two agents (the human and the model) and variability across the dataset.
The ICC can be mathematically defined using the following random effects model produced from two-factor
ANOVA without replication:
xij = µ + αi + βj + ϵij

AlexNet. The VGG16 model also exhibited the least overfitting as shown by the loss plot in Fig. 5. See Appendix for
the loss plots of the other models. Tab. 1 shows the average
CDI distance, average key point distance, and average ICC
evaluated on the test data set and as compared across all the
models that were evaluated. Results from our primary reference (Ye et al. [31]), referred below as ModelY, are also
included in Tab. 1 although it should be noted that we cannot directly compare our results to theirs as different data
sets were used.
Model

CDI error

Key Point Distance

ICC

Baseline
U-Net
ResNet
AlexNet
VGG16
ModelY

0.42
0.25
0.21
0.22
0.19
0.06

8.68
4.5
3.14
4.77
2.05
0.06

-0.05
-0.16
0.22
0.26
0.33
0.91

Table 1. Comparison of model performances.

(5)

The ICC is calculated using:
ICC =

var(β)
var(α) + var(β) + var(ϵ)

(6)

Where var(β) is variance due to differences across the
dataset, var(ϵ) is the variance due to differences in CDI
evaluations from the ground truth and predicted key points,
and var(α) is the variance due to systematic differences
between the CDI from the ground truth and predicted key
points [15].
ICC values fall in the range [0.0, 1.0]. Values close to
1.0 indicate excellent reliability whereas values near 0.0 indicate low reliability. Negative ICC values are possible and
can also be interpreted as having low reliability. A benchmark ICC between two human raters identifying CDI from
x-ray images has been determined to be 0.66 [6]. All ICC
calculations and implementations were conducted using the
Pingouin Python library [29].

6. Experiments and Results
6.1. VGG16: Best Model Discussion
During experimentation, many different models were
evaluated on the key point prediction task and their results
were compared. Our VGG16 model outperformed all other
models including our baseline model, U-Net, ResNet, and

Figure 5. Train and validation losses (Y-axis) vs epoch number
(X-axis) during VGG16 training.

After determining that the VGG16 model is superior to
all the other models evaluated for the prediction task, we
further tuned hyperparameters, predominantly batch size,
learning rate, and selection of the optimizer. Initially, we
started off with a larger batch size, a faster learning rate,
and SGD as the optimizer. However, the best results that
are obtained leverages a VGG16 model, a batch size of 8, a
learning rate of 1e-5, 600 epochs, and an Adam optimizer.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the best network’s prediction
with the ground truth key points.
Fig. 7 shows x-ray images that the VGG16 performed
well on as seen by the ground truth key points overlapping
with the model predictions. For these images, the average
pixel errors are all around 0.5%. Note that the green dots

Figure 8. X-ray Failure cases for VGG16.

Figure 6. VGG16 keypoint predictions (red) vs Ground Truth key
points (green).

are the ground truths and the red dots are the model’s predictions. It’s observed that all these x-ray success cases
share the following commonalities: white tibia and femur
overlaid on a black background, knee flexion, a clear and
undistorted patella bone, and the image of the knee taken in
a relatively up-right position.

6.2. Saliency Map Visualization
To gain a better understanding of what parts of an image
the CNN models are most influenced by, saliency maps can
be produced. This visualization technique produces a heat
map of the pixels that influence the final loss the most, measured by the absolute value of the gradients of each pixel
input with respect to the loss.
Fig. 9 demonstrates a few sample x-rays and their corresponding saliency maps produced by the VGGNet. In almost all images, the regions near the patella have a significantly higher influence on the prediction of the model. This
gives a good indication that the model is, in fact, not only
able to identify where the patella is on the image but is also
capable of using features of the patella to accurately predict
the regions where the key points of interest are located. As
a result, the model is more generalizable, as evidenced by
the low overfitting.

Figure 7. X-ray Success cases for VGG16.

Fig. 8 shows x-ray images that the VGG16 did not perform well, as evidenced by the model predictions being far
from the ground truth key points and the average pixel errors
ranging from 2% to 14%. It’s worth noting that for the x-ray
images that resulted in 2% average pixel error, the ground
truth and the predictions do not visually appear that far apart
and the model is still able to catch the patella bone in almost
all of these cases. There’s no apparent commonality among
all the failure cases that can be discerned. However, the
failure cases suggest the following possible failure modes:
knee not bent, faint patella bone and/or minimal image contrast, and the knee rotated 90 degrees from the upright position. It’s worth noting that if the x-ray images could be
standardized to always look like the x-ray success cases,
the model’s performance would likely increase greatly.

Figure 9. Saliency maps for select x-ray data samples.

It is interesting to note that the saliency maps also highlight regions of the tibia and femur, suggesting that the
model’s predictions are marginally influenced by the rest
of the leg. Perhaps the model is better able to determine the
patellar location by referencing the parts of the leg to which
the patella is connected.

6.3. Feature Map Visualization
It is useful to visualize what the network is computing at
each layer through the use of feature maps. This visualization technique gives insight into which features the model
focuses on at each convolutional layer in the network. The
final feature maps are computed by summing all output fil-

ters of a given convolutional layer [28]. Feature maps for
the first 12 convolutional layers of the best performing VGGNet are displayed in Fig. 10.

its performance with that of a new VGG16 trained from
scratch. Although the train average key point distances for
the pre-trained model and new model are similar at 1.4 and
1.6 respectively, the average keypoint distances of the pretrained model at 2.05 is significantly lower than that of the
new model at 3.47 on the test set. Thus it appears that starting with a pre-trained model enhanced performance and significantly reduced overfitting.
To understand the source of the performance enhancement, a feature map is generated for the first 12 convolutional layers of the new model Fig. 11 and compared to that
of the best VGG model Fig. 10. It is observed that the feature maps for the new model have significantly less contrast
and definition, especially for the 6th to 12th layers. Rather,
it appears that the new model is overfitting the training data
with the first two convolutional layers, while the other layers have less impact, highlighting the benefit of starting with
a pre-trained model.

Figure 10. Feature map visualization of first 12 convolutional layers of pre-trained VGGNet.

From the feature maps, it is clear that the network is quite
capable of identifying the tibia and femur, as evidenced by
the significant contrast between the large bones and the surrounding flesh. The patella, however, may at times be less
identifiable as seen in the 11th and 12th convolutional layers
for instance. As with the saliency maps, the feature maps
seem to suggest that the location of the tibia and femur can
provide useful information when predicting the patellar key
points of interest.
Lastly, a class visualization technique in which ground
truth labels are provided and gradient descent is performed
on a random noise image. The algorithm updates the random noise image to minimize its loss with respect to the
provided labels. The goal is to generate an image that resembles the general structures of the x-ray; however, the
results did not produce clearly discernible features as displayed in Fig. 16 in the appendix.

Figure 11. Feature map visualization of first 12 convolutional layers of VGGNet trained from scratch.

6.4. Pre-trained Versus Trained from Scratch

7. Conclusion

Starting with a pre-trained model rather than training
from scratch is advantageous because it can enhance performance of a network on a data set, especially if the data
set is small, and reduce the amount of time required to train.
However, starting with a pre-trained model can also negatively bias or impact the model especially if the data that
the model is pre-trained on shares little to no similarity with
the current data. It can also negatively degrade the model
performance if pre-training causes the model to get stuck at
an unfavorable local minima during optimization.
To verify that starting with a VGG16 pre-trained model
on the ImageNet dataset is not detrimental, we compare

In a nascent field of applying deep learning to medical
imaging, this project demonstrates that a VGG16 deep CNN
can identify the 6 key points required on a knee x-ray to
calculate the CDI even when trained on a small dataset with
304 x-ray images. The VGG16 outperforms our baseline
model, U-Net, ResNet18, and Alexnet, which suggests that
deeper networks perform better. This superior performance
is obtained by leveraging data augmentations and starting
with a pre-trained model on the ImageNet dataset. It’s also
verified that the pre-trained VGG16 outperforms a VGG16
trained from scratch. When visualizing the saliency and feature maps of the VGG16, it’s observed that detecting the

patella plays a significant role in the model’s performance
while the location of the tibia and femur also contribute but
to a lesser extent.
Recommended future work includes additional hyperparameter tuning such as varying even more the number of
data augmentations and batch size and experimenting with
additional neural network architectures such as a pre-trained
U-Net or even deeper networks such as VGG19. Although
not related to the model, we also recommend collecting
more x-rays to train on and exploring if improving the quality of the x-rays can help improve the network’s performance as well as generalization.
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9. Appendix

Figure 12. Augmentation methods on two sample x-rays.
Figure 15. Train and validation losses (Y-axis) vs epoch number
(X-axis) during training of baseline model.

Figure 13. Train and validation losses (Y-axis) vs epoch number
(X-axis) during AlexNet training.

Figure 16. Loss minimizing generated images using VGG16.

Figure 14. Train and validation losses (Y-axis) vs epoch number
(X-axis) during U-Net training.
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